
C a r l  Z e i s s  S p o r t s  O p t i c s

Successful hunting depends 
on performance:
riflescopes from Carl Zeiss.

We make it visible.



Hunting and wildlife conservation –
the same idea is behind both.

Hunting represents a major contribution by man

to the preservation of the ecological equilibrium.

Were it not for the many tasks that the hunter per-

forms throughout the year to preserve and maintain

biotopes, healthy stocks of game and diversity of

species would no longer be conceivable. Game man-

agement by rifle plays an absolutely crucial role in

this.

Under sometimes extreme conditions, after the

hunter has put a huge effort into stalking or wait-

ing, now at immense distances, now on the narrow-

est of aisles, the actual hunt is often condensed to a

single brief moment. At this moment, it is the qual-

ity of the riflescope, in particular, that determines

the success of the hunt.

The tradition of correct hunting and the hunter’s

responsibility towards the game place him under a

constant obligation to achieve the perfect equip-

ment. This applies to his weapon, his binoculars and,

in particular, his riflescope.

The hunter’s prime task is to manage the game and preserve

the ecological balance.
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Not only the choice of weapon and caliber, but

also the choice of riflescope helps to decide whether

you will make a clean kill. The Zeiss line of rifle-

scopes offers a wide selection designed in practical

graduated steps to suit every hunter’s need.

Whether you want a riflescope for sitting game,

general-purpose use or rapid fire on a drive hunt,

Carl Zeiss offers instruments of the highest quality

for your individual hunting needs. In addition to the

great variety of power ranges you can also choose

between models with reticles in the 1st image plane

(size changes with the magnification) and those

with reticles in the 2nd image plane (size of reticle

remains constant).

Diavari models are available with illuminated dot

or cross-hair reticles for twilight vision.

The Varipoint line offers a continuously adjust-

able non-magnifying illuminated dot that can be

used in both low-light conditions and broad daylight.

The Conquest line comes with the common

standard reticles as well as special reticles for esti-

mating distance.

Diavari VM/V – top-class models with the

Advanced Optics System. Key features are their out-

standing optical quality, very wide fields of view,

large eye relief, light weight and compactness. Every

model is available either with the patented rail slot

(VM) or without (V)1).

Varipoint VM/V – further developments of the

Diavari line. Besides excellent optical and mechanical

quality, these riflescopes feature a red illuminated

dot that can be used not only at twilight but also for

taking quick shots by day, which makes it superior to

the Diavari illuminated reticle. The Varipoint simply

allows you to shoot accurately faster.

Conquest – primarily designed for the

American market. Powerful, light, compact and of

the finest quality: ideal for hunting and sport.

1) Diavari V 6 – 24 x 56 T* only available without a rail slot.

The Zeiss line of riflescopes
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Diavari VM/V –
lightweight, compact, powerful.

Pioneering quality 
and optical performance:

• Very high twilight performance, increased trans-

mission in the blue spectral range thanks to 

T* multicoating.

• Optimum contrast at the limit of the human eye’s

resolution.

• Minimized share of ghost images even when 

facing the light.

• Extremely wide fields of view.

• Large eye relief, mounting option of up to 95 mm

(3.74 in.) eye relief for particular safety.

• With the Advanced Optics System (AOS) for enor-

mous optical performance and sturdiness with

minimal weight and short overall length.

• Perfect sealing, no penetration of dust or moisture.

• No exchange with the surrounding atmosphere,

environmentally tested in accordance with

ISO 9022-80.

• Absolutely recoil-proof, tested to 1500 G/1 msec

in the fatigue test, which corresponds to the stress

caused by the most powerful hunting caliber.

• Unique, patented Zeiss mounting rail, simple

mounting and high value retention1).

• All models also available with bullet drop compensator.

• Easy, precise sighting-in using zeroable reticle

adjustment and accurate, wear-resistant clickstop

mechanism.

Carl Zeiss has hit the bull’s eye with the Diavari

series – a further milestone in almost 100 years of

riflescope construction at Carl Zeiss.

Maximum transmission, sharp contrast and

excellent brilliance describe the image quality of the

Diavari VM/V models. These riflescopes are also

extremely lightweight and compact for their catego-

ry, and extremely robust. The Diavari models also

display the best possible performance with regard to

eye relief and field of view. They owe these superb

features to the Zeiss Advanced Optics System (AOS),

a revolutionary optical design in conjunction with

modern, thin, arsenic- and lead-free glass.

The patented T* multicoating gives the rifle-

scopes a light transmission of more than 90%, and

the increase in transmission in the blue spectral

range ensures superb performance, especially at twi-

light. The nitrogen filling prevents the lenses from

fogging on the inside and also guarantees a very

high degree of reliability under extreme weather

conditions.

1) Diavari V 6 – 24 x 56 T* only available without a rail slot.



The lightweight 
with the wide field of view.

Diavari VM/V 1.5 – 6 x 42 T*

The Diavari VM/V 1.5 – 6 x 42 T* is an all-round

riflescope, a reliable companion on any daytime

hunt. The field of view of 24 m/100 m (72 ft./

100 yds.) is perfectly sized, the largest in its per-

formance category, an advantage that comes into its

own when snap shooting at low magnifications.

With its low mount it is also ideal for all tip-up

weapons. And with an eye relief of 90 mm (3.54 in.)

it offers adequate safety even with the most power-

ful calibers.

At the same time, its compact dimensions and

minimal weight make it the lightest riflescope in its

category. This is a noticeable advantage that makes

the weapon easier to handle and fits in with the

trend towards light hunting equipment.

Diavari VM/V 1.5 – 6 x 42 T*.

The versatile riflescope for hunting by day.
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The compact all-round riflescope.
Diavari VM/V 2.5 –10 x 50 T*

With an objective lens diameter of 50 mm, the

Diavari VM/V 2.5 –10 x 50 T* is a very powerful rifle-

scope. It also performs impressively when used for

sitting game by night.

The sensational field of view of 14.5 m at 100 m

(43.5 ft. at 100 yds.) at a magnification of 2.5x

offers enormous advantages for shooting rapidly 

at short distances. It is particularly light, extremely

compact and especially safe as a result of the large

eye relief. Thanks to the nitrogen filling this instru-

ment, like all Zeiss riflescopes, remains fog-free 

even when exposed to extreme fluctuations in 

temperature. All these features make the Diavari

2.5 –10 x 50 T* one of the most powerful all-round

riflescopes.

The Diavari VM/V 2.5 – 10 x 50 T* 

is available with or without an illuminated reticle.



The No.1 in its performance category.
Diavari VM/V 3 –12 x 56 T*

Only superlatives can describe the Diavari VM/V

3 –12 x 56 T*. The short overall length and light

weight are unique in its performance category.

This riflescope is ideal for a huge variety of

hunting occasions. Thanks to its superb twilight per-

formance it is the perfect riflescope for hunting until

the very last adequate light finally fades.

If this riflescope is fitted with an illuminated ret-

icle it is also possible to see the illuminated dot or

crosshair clearly against the body of the game in

very low light conditions.

The Diavari VM/V 3 – 12 x 56 T* 

is available with or without an illuminated reticle.
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Unsurpassed in high mountains.
Diavari VM/V 3 – 9 x 42 T*

The very powerful and compact Diavari VM/V

3 – 9 x 42 T* is the ideal riflescope for hunting in

high mountains. The large objective lens diameter is

an additional advantage when the weather is bad

and the light poor. The reticle in the second image

plane is easily visible at low magnifications for

shooting rapidly and ideal at high magnifications for

shooting accurately at long range.

Diavari 3 – 9 x 42 T*. The lightweight for the mountains,

particularly slimline and compact.

With an eye relief of 90 mm (3.54 in.) the

Diavari VM/V 3 – 9 x 42 T* also offers adequate safe-

ty when using powerful calibers. The reticle adjust-

ment (one click = 0.7 cm/at 100 m = 1/4 MOA)

makes sighting-in easier. Weighing in at a mere 

435 grams (15.34 oz.), this riflescope is a real light-

weight, which is particularly advantageous on long

stalks in inhospitable terrain.
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In control at long range.
Diavari VM/V 5 –15 x 42 T*

The Diavari VM/V 5 –15 x 42 T* is a riflescope

with a high power range, ideal for shooting at great

distances. The objective lens diameter of 42 mm

offers very good light reserves.

The field of view of 7.9 m/100 m (23.7 ft./

100 yds.) at a magnification of 5x is well above the

average for similar riflescopes. The Diavari VM/V

5–15 x 42 T* can be sighted in very precisely due to

the reticle adjustment (0.7 cm per click at 100 m =

1/4 MOA). The reticle in the 2nd image plane 

conceals little of the body of the game.

Diavari VM/V 5 – 15 x 42 T*.

The perfect riflescope for long range or target shooting.
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The riflescope for very long range.
Diavari V 6 – 24 x 56 T*

The latest arrival in the Diavari line is a riflescope

for specialists, for target shooting and hunting

varmint at long range. Its very high magnifications

are also a particular advantage to experienced

hunters in steppe and mountain country.

The Diavari 6 – 24 x 56 T* 

is also available with an illuminated reticle.

30 mm (1.18 in.) center tube for ring mounting.

A remarkable feature in this category is the large

objective lens diameter of 56 mm, which offers a

clear and brilliant image even in poor light.

With the reticle in the second image plane its

size always remains constant. Therefore, at high

magnifications little of the target is concealed,

which is an advantage when sighting small targets

at great distances. The large adjustment range for the

reticle of up to 160 cm at 100 m (57.6 in. at 100 yds.)

makes sighting-in at long range easier. The Diavari

6 – 24 x 56 T* is fitted with a bullet drop compen-

sator as standard. It is also available with the 

Mil-Dot reticle and the Target-Dot reticle.
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Change without wear and tear.
The patented rail slot

The mounting elements are secured in this slot,

entirely recoil-proof and invisible. The riflescope can

be mounted and removed without leaving any

marks. And the position of the riflescope on the

weapon (eye relief) can be adjusted to suit any

shooter in a matter of minutes without any machin-

ing. The illustration shows the cross-section of a

Zeiss VM riflescope with integrated mounting rail on a

modern pivot mount. The engagement of one of the

three mounting elements in the slot is clearly visible.

Experts consider the best riflescope mounting

system in the world to be the patented Zeiss rail slot.

Diavari VM/V and Varipoint VM/V riflescopes are

available either without (V models) or with a rail slot

(VM models).

The Zeiss rail slot is a superb solution: A hollow

rail slot runs along the lower part of the one-piece

tube body.

All the advantages at a glance

• Entirely stress-free mount, no dents on the rifle-

scope due to unprofessional ring mounting.

• No roughening for cementing the rings, no ring or

cementing marks when the eye relief is changed.

• No machining of the riflescope (milling, filing,

drilling etc.).

• Even after being switched to a different barrel or

weapon, the riflescope retains its original non-

machined condition and therefore preserves maxi-

mum value.

• Particularly good-looking mount in conjunction

with modern riflescope mounting systems.

The cross-section of a VM series tube shows the impressive thick-
ness of the wall and the patented Zeiss rail slot: experts consider
this to be the best riflescope mounting system in the world.
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Reticles for riflescopes 
in the Diavari VM/V line.

Diavari VM/V 1.5 – 6 x 42 T*

Diavari VM/V 2.5 –10 x 50 T*

Diavari VM/V 3 –12 x 56 T*

Diavari VM/V 3 – 9 x 42 T*

Diavari VM/V 5 –15 x 42 T*

Diavari V 6 – 24 x 56 T*

Available reticles 

Absehen 40Reticle 1 Absehen 40Reticle 2 Absehen 40Reticle 4 Absehen 40Reticle 6

Absehen 40Reticle 7 Absehen 40Reticle 8 Absehen 40Reticle 11 Absehen 40Reticle 20

Absehen 40Reticle 21 Absehen 40Reticle 42 Absehen 40Reticle 43

(Mil-Dot)
Absehen 40Reticle 61

(Target-Dot)
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In low-light conditions or by moonlight an illumi-

nated reticle is, of course, much easier to make out on

the dark body of an animal than black posts. Both the

Diavari VM/V models, the 2.5 –10 x 50 T* and the

3 –12 x 56 T*, are available with the illuminated 

reticles 0, 40, 44, 80 and 88, and the 3 –12 x 56 T* is

also available with 43 “Mil-Dot“. The Diavari 6 – 24 x 56 T*

is available with the illuminated reticles 40 and 43

“Mil-Dot“. The above models can also be retrofitted

with these illuminated reticles by the manufacturer.

It is important to be able to adjust the intensity of

the illumination of the reticle very finely to suit the

light conditions (starting from very poor) in order to

prevent glare.

Illuminated reticles for riflescopes
in the Diavari VM/V line.

Available illuminated reticles

Illuminated reticle
for twilight

0 40 43 44 80 88

• • • • •
• • • • • •

• •

Reticle 44Reticle 43

(only 3 – 12 x 56 T* and 6 – 24 x 56 T*)

Image plane

1

1

2

Reticle 40Reticle 0

Reticle 80Reticle 63

Reticle 88

Diavari VM/V 2.5 –10 x 50 T*

Diavari VM/V 3 –12 x 56 T*

Diavari V 6 – 24 x 56 T*
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Varipoint VM/V – 
innovation in optical systems.

Realized for the first time by Carl Zeiss: the com-

bination of an illuminated dot sight and a high-quali-

ty riflescope with variable image magnification.

The Varipoint models have been developed from

the Diavari series and have proven their value

superbly as a practical innovation that enables you

to aim even more quickly and shoot accurately. Even

at running game on narrow aisles as well as at a

head of game that is standing and gazing at a

greater distance – in glistening sunlight and deep

twilight. This is because the illuminated dot of the

Varipoint riflescopes lies in the second image plane,

which means that it is non-magnifying and enables

the same concentration on dot and target at any

magnification. This is the outstanding advantage of

this modern riflescope principle.

Three reticles are available to choose from: 0, 54

and 56. The intensity of the red illuminated dot is

continuously adjustable and adaptable to a very

wide variety of light conditions – with high contrast

and no glare. Unlike conventional illuminated dot

sights, the Zeiss Varipoint offers the advantage that

you can also aim using the dot without any illumi-

nation, in which case the dot appears black.

Ultra modern optical systems
of proven quality:

In terms of optics and mechanics the Varipoint mod-

els are based on the Diavari series. They offer the fol-

lowing: maximum transmission thanks to the Advanced

Optics System, wide fields of view with minimal weight

and short overall length as well as all the other advan-

tages of the Diavari riflescopes – see info box on Page 4.

• There are 4 models to choose from to suit a variety of

hunting needs.

• 3 different illuminated reticles for “Day & Night”, with

strong luminous intensity for hunting in broad day-

light and a continuously adjustable dimmer facility for

sitting game in low-light conditions.

• The illuminated dot in the 2nd image plane is easily 

visible not only at short distances and low magnifica-

tions but also at high magnifications and long dis-

tances, as it conceals little of the target.

• Precise sighting-in, e.g., on DJV A2 pattern.

Reticle 56

Magnification of 6 x

illuminated

Reticle 54

Magnification of 6 x

illuminated

Reticle 0

illuminated



High-tech for the drive hunt.
Varipoint VM/V 1.1 – 4 x 24 T*

With this high-tech riflescope, Carl Zeiss has

succeeded in creating a truly wonderful innovation,

specifically designed for a drive hunt. Extremely light

and easy to handle, the Varipoint VM/V 1.1– 4 x 24 T*

with 36 m/100 m (108 ft./100 yds.) currently has the

widest field of view of all drive-hunt riflescopes. The

reticle shows only a dot in the center, with no posts

or lines, making it ideal for shooting rapidly. If the

light conditions are unfavorable or the background

is dark you can switch on the adjustable illumination

to make this dot turn red – with high contrast and

no glare.

The Varipoint 1.1 – 4 x 24 T*, a premium drive-hunt riflescope – 

with a powerful illuminated dot for use by day.

The editorial office of the DWJ,

a German hunting and shooting

magazine, awarded the successful

combination of illuminated dot

sight and drive-hunt riflescope the

1998 innovation prize.

But even in extreme light conditions, such as

intense sunlight in snow-covered terrain, the red dot

is clearly visible. Unlike the usual illuminated dot

sights, the Zeiss Varipoint offers the advantage that

you can also aim without any illumination, i.e. using

the black dot – this is very useful if, say, your battery

should happen to fail while you are on a drive hunt.

At a magnification of 1.1 times this riflescope

also allows you to shoot rapidly with both eyes

open.

Coverage of reticle 0 

on the Varipoint VM/V 1.1 – 4 x 24 T*

25 m 50 m 100 m 200 m

Magnification of 1.1 5.0 cm 10.0 cm 20.0 cm 40.0 cm

Magnification of 2.0 2.8 cm 5.5 cm 11.0 cm 22.0 cm

Magnification of 4.0 1.4 cm 2.8 cm 5.5 cm 11.0 cm
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The all-rounder for stalking, 
sitting game and drive hunts.

Varipoint VM/V 1.5 – 6 x 42 T*

The Varipoint 1.5 – 6 x 42 T* satisfies all the

demands made on an all-round riflescope. If you

were surprised by the performance of the Varipoint

1.1– 4 x 24 T* as twilight sets in, then you will be

amazed by the Varipoint 1.5 – 6 x 42 T*! The Vari-

point 1.5 – 6 x 42 T* has an exit pupil of 7 mm at the

highest magnification. This value matches the maxi-

mum size of the human pupil when fully open.

The finely dimmable illuminated dot is much rich-

er in contrast and therefore easier to see than a non-

illuminated reticle. At a magnification of 6 times the

red dot covers only 3.7 cm (1.33 in.) of the body of the

game at a distance of 100 m (100 yds.) or 7.4 cm

(2.66 in.) at a distance of 200 m (200 yds.), thus making

it possible to shoot very accurately at great distances.

On a drive hunt, i.e. at a magnification of 1.5

times, the red illuminated dot, with a 3.7 cm (1.33 in.)

Coverage of dot with reticles 0, 54 and 56 

on the Varipoint VM/V 1.5 – 6 x 42 T*

25 m 50 m 100 m 200 m

Magnification of 1.5 3.7 cm 7.4 cm 14.7 cm 29.4 cm

Magnification of 3.0 1.8 cm 3.7 cm 7.4 cm 14.7 cm

Magnification of 6.0 0.9 cm 1.8 cm 3.7 cm 7.4 cm

It has proved particularly useful to sight

in the Varipoint 1.5 – 6 x 42 T* 

on the DJV A2 pattern.

coverage at 25 m (25 yds.), stands out clearly against

the body of the animal. For hunters who want other

reticle elements besides the black dot or red illumi-

nated dot, Zeiss offers the reticles 54 and 56 for this

model. These are suitable for estimating distance:

these special reticles combine the dot reticle 0 in the

second image plane with posts in the first image

plane, another Zeiss innovation in riflescope con-

struction. The distance between the two horizontal

posts, which change in thickness in line with the

magnification chosen, is always 1.40 m, i.e. twice as

much as with reticles 1, 4 and 11 (Diavari reticles).

Varipoint VM/V 1.5 – 6 x 42 T*. The all-round riflescope

with a wide field of view and an illuminated dot.
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Setting your sights on excellence.
Varipoint VM/V 2.5 –10 x 50 T*

This all-round, extremely powerful riflescope

with its wide power range is ideal for drive hunting,

stalking and sitting game at dawn and late dusk.

As with all models in this line, the red dot lies in

the second image plane. This means that the size of

the dot remains constant and it is visible with high

brightness and contrast in daylight, enabling it to

lead the eye. In low-light conditions it is dimmed to

minimal luminous intensity in order to prevent glare.

The ten times magnification makes it possible to

shoot accurately at great distances. And if you have

to react quickly the wide exit pupil at low magnifi-

cations ensures that you do not lose sight of your

target when you are taking aim.

Despite all these benefits, the Varipoint VM/V

2.5 –10 x 50 T*, with an overall length of 327 mm

(12.87 in.) and a weight of only 580 g (20.46 oz.)

(with rail slot), is also compact and light.

Coverage of dot with reticles 0, 54 and 56 

on the Varipoint VM/V 2.5 –10 x 50 T*

25 m 50 m 100 m 200 m

Magnification of 2.5 2.2 cm 4.4 cm 8.8 cm 17.6 cm

Magnification of 5.0 1.1 cm 2.2 cm 4.4 cm 8.8 cm

Magnification of 10.0 0.55 cm 1.1 cm 2.2 cm 4.4 cm

Varipoint VM/V 2.5 –10 x 50 T*.

The powerful riflescope with versatile uses.
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Top performance at twilight.
Varipoint VM/V 3 –12 x 56 T*

The highest-performing model in the Varipoint line

in the most popular power range 3 –12 x 56 is a classic

day and night riflescope: the red illuminated dot is dim-

mable in fine graduations and can therefore be used in

any lighting, ranging from bright sunshine to very low

light conditions, without any glare.

It lies in the second image plane and is conse-

quently clearly visible even at low magnifications – 

a major advantage over the illuminated reticle of the

Diavari models, e.g. when sitting game at the luring

place.

At high magnifications a key feature of the illumi-

nated dot is the small coverage (see table below),

which makes it ideal for shooting accurately at long

range.

Coverage of dot with reticles 0, 54 and 56 

on the Varipoint VM/V 3 –12 x 56 T*

25 m 50 m 100 m 200 m

Magnification of 3.0 1.8 cm 3.7 cm 7.4 cm 14.7 cm

Magnification of 6.0 0.9 cm 1.8 cm 3.7 cm 7.4 cm

Magnification of 12.0 0.45 cm 0.9 cm 1.8 cm 3.6 cm

This model is also therefore perfectly suited for tar-

get shooting. In good light the “static” disciplines of

fox and deer are shot with a black dot (non-illuminat-

ed), and the running boar with the contrast-rich red dot

(illuminated). The rings on the game targets and the

shot holes are easy to make out at 12x magnification at

a distance of 100 m. The Varipoint 3 –12 x 56 T* there-

fore offers superb performance for both hunting and

competitions.

Varipoint VM/V 3 – 12 x 56 T*.

The all-round high-performance model for all types of hunting.
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Varipoint reticles – 
their advantage is obvious.

The illuminated dot lies in the 2nd image plane

and remains constant across the entire power range.

This offers one crucial benefit: in relation to the

image of the target, the dot is large enough at a low

magnification for short shooting distances to allow

the target to be covered quickly and accurately. At a

Diagram illustrating the Varipoint reticles 
at various distances and magnifications:

higher magnification it is small enough to enable the

shot to be offered precisely even at greater dis-

tances. The horizontal posts of reticles 54 and 56

can be used to estimate distance. They lie in the 1st

image plane. The aperture measures 1.40 m at a dis-

tance of 100 m.

M = 1.5 x

25 m 50 m 100 m 200 m

50 m25 m 100 m 200 m

M = 3 x

M = 6 x

M = 1.5 x

M = 3 x

M = 6 x

Reticle 0 on the Varipoint VM/V 1.5 – 6 x 42 T*

Reticle 54 on the Varipoint VM/V 1.5 – 6 x 42 T*

Magnification

Distance 

Magnification

Distance
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Reticle 56

Magnification of 1.5 x 

non-illuminated

Reticle 56

Magnification of 6 x 

illuminated

Reticle 54

Magnification of 1.5 x 

non-illuminated

Reticle 54

Magnification of 6 x 

illuminated

Size of the field of view at a distance 
of 100 m – a comparison of the Varipoint models.

The table on the right shows the sizes of the

fields of view on the four Varipoint models at vari-

ous magnifications.

To ensure that you are optimally equipped for all

hunting needs it is advisable to use two riflescopes

alternately on a weapon: a light riflescope with low

magnification and a particularly wide field of view

(1.1 – 4 x 24 or 1.5 – 6 x 42) is ideal for drive hunting

and stalking by day at medium and short distances.

For shooting at long range by day, sitting game

at twilight or sitting wild boar at night, a second

riflescope with a high magnification and a large

objective lens diameter (2.5 –10 x 50 or 3 –12 x 56)

is the right instrument.

Illuminated reticles for Varipoint VM/V.

Reticle 0

non-illuminated

Reticle 0

illuminated

The reticle 0 for all Varipoint models with a black dot reticle and 

a powerful red illuminated dot – perfect for shooting rapidly and

instinctively. The coverage of the dot varies according to the power

selected. The individual coverage dimensions can be found 

in the tables on pages 13 – 16.

Reticles 54 and 56 combine reticle elements in the first and second

image plane for the first time ever in a riflescope.

The illuminated dot reticle in the second image plane makes it possi-

ble to shoot accurately with little coverage at great distances and the

powerful dot also makes the reticle good for shooting rapidly at short

distances on a drive hunt.

The horizontal posts lie in the 1st image plane and change with the

magnification. The distance between the two horizontal posts is

always 1.40 m, which means that you can estimate the distance from

the game.

1.1

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

11.0

12.0

36.00 m

32.45 m

28.01 m

23.57 m

19.13 m

10.25 m

24.0 m

22.1 m

20.2 m

18.3 m

14.5 m

10.7 m

6.9 m

14.5 m

13.8 m

12.4 m

11.0 m

9.6 m

8.2 m

6.8 m

5.4 m

4.0 m

Magni-
fication

Fields of view on the Varipoint models

1.1–4 x24 1.5–6 x42 2.5–10 x50

12.5 m

11.5 m

10.5 m

9.5 m

8.5 m

7.5 m

6.5 m

5.5 m

4.5 m

3.5 m

3–12x56

1.1 – 4 x 24 T* 

1.5 – 6 x 42 T*

2.5 –10 x 50 T*

3 –12 x 56 T*

2

1 (+2)

1 (+2)

1 (+2)

Illuminated reticle for
daytime and twilight

Image 
plane

Varipoint model

0 54 56

•
• • •
• • •
• • •

Available illuminated reticles
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It takes next to no time to sight in.
With the zeroable reticle adjustment for Zeiss
Diavari VM/V, Varipoint and Conquest riflescopes

Note: Varipoint and Diavari VM/V riflescopes

with the current reticle adjustment can be retrofitted

for the new type at the Zeiss factory.

�

With the zeroable

reticle adjustment,

sighting-in becomes

child’s play.

All Zeiss Diavari VM/V, Varipoint and Conquest

riflescopes (other than 6.5 – 20 x 50 MC and Diavari

6 – 24 x 56 T*) have a reticle adjustment with a zero

position. This makes sighting-in with different loads

much easier. And of particular importance is the fact

that you can return to the zero position for a load

for which you have already sighted in your riflescope

in next to no time. The reticle adjustment is manu-

factured with high precision, ensuring one hundred

percent repeatability. It is waterproof even with the

elevation cap removed.

The highlight is the clickstop mechanism, which,

depending on the riflescope model, is calibrated to

1click =̂ 1 cm at 100 m or 1click =̂ 1/4 MOA = 0.7cm

at 100 yards.
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Aim for the bull’s eye every time –
at any distance.

With the bullet drop compensator

The bullet drop compensator (BDC) for Diavari

VM/V, Varipoint and Conquest models allows you to

aim dead center all the time, even at great distances.

The Zeiss Service Department can install (or retrofit) 

a BDC ring in the elevation adjustment which is

matched to the trajectory of the load you are using.

With the BDC the trajectory of the bullet is compen-

sated for so that you yourself do not have to compen-

sate for the drop of the bullet, even at long range, 

by shooting high.

To shoot dead center at the desired distance of

100 m, 200 m, 250 m or 300 m all you have to do is

turn the ring to the corresponding 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 or 

3 mark.

Trajectory compensation through the BDC rings 1 – 7 for riflescopes with 1 cm/100 m clickstop mechanism.

Rin

Rin

Rin

Rin

Rin

Rin

Rin

Sighting in dead center:

adjusted to different 

distances in seconds.

1. ring

2. ring

3. ring

4. ring

5. ring

6. ring

7. ring

Distance in meters

10 cm

20 cm

30 cm

40 cm

50 cm

60 cm

70 cm

80 cm

90 cm

100 cm

10 cm

20 cm

30 cm

40 cm

50 cm

60 cm

70 cm

80 cm

90 cm

100 cm

0 m 150 m 200 m 150 m 300 m
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Overview of the effects of the seven BDC rings using 
riflescopes with 1.0 cm or 0.7 cm/100 m clickstop mechanism 
(sighting in dead center at 100 m).

For the hunter and target shooter interested in ballistics, two examples of ring selection are given below. 

A reminder: 1 click = 1 cm at 100 m, or 2 cm at 200 m, or 3 cm at 300 m.

Example: choosing a BDC ring for 7 x 64 caliber, 10.5 g KS bullet
for a riflescope with 1.0 cm or 0.7 cm/100 m clickstop mechanism.

1st case Riflescope with 1 cm adjustment per click at 100 m, e.g. 2.5 – 10 x 50 VM/V or 3 – 12 x 56 Varipoint.

Distance in m  100 m 150 m 200 m 250 m 300 m

1. ring Number of clicks + 1 4 7 10
Correction 1 click = 1 cm/100 m + 1.50 8.00 17.50 30.00

1 click = 0.7 cm/100 m + 1.05 5.60 12.25 21.00

2. ring Number of clicks + 2 5 9 13
Correction 1 click = 1 cm/100 m + 3.00 10.00 22.50 39.00

1 click = 0.7 cm/100 m + 2.10 7.00 15.75 27.30

3. ring Number of clicks + 3 6 11 16
Correction 1 click = 1 cm/100 m + 4.50 12.00 27.50 48.00

1 click = 0.7 cm/100 m + 3.15 8.40 19.25 33.60

4. ring Number of clicks + 3 8 13 19
Correction 1 click = 1 cm/100 m + 4.50 16.00 32.50 57.00

1 click = 0.7 cm/100 m + 3.15 11.20 22.75 39.90

5. ring Number of clicks + 4 10 16 22
Correction 1 click = 1 cm/100 m + 6.00 20.00 40.00 66.00

1 click = 0.7 cm/100 m + 4.20 14.00 28.00 46.20

6. ring Number of clicks + 4 12 19 27
Correction 1 click = 1 cm/100 m + 6.00 24.00 47.50 81.00

1 click = 0.7 cm/100 m + 4.20 16.80 33.25 56.70

7. ring Number of clicks + 6 14 23 32
Correction 1 click = 1 cm/100 m + 9.00 28.00 57.50 96.00

1 click = 0.7 cm/100 m + 6.30 19.60 40.25 67.20

O
O
O

O
O
O

O
O
O

O
O
O

O
O
O

O
O
O

O
O
O

100 m 150 m 200 m 250 m 300 m

Bullet drop according to manufacturer O –3.1 cm –10.4 cm –22.4 cm –39.6 cm

2nd case Riflescope with 0.7 cm adjustment per click at 100 m, e.g. 3 – 9 x 42 VM/V, 5 – 15 x 42 VM/V or Conquest 3 – 9 x 40 MC.

Recommended BDC ring 2 (blue) results in: O 3.0 cm 10.0 cm 22.5 cm 39.0 cm

Recommended BDC ring 4 (red) results in: O 3.15 cm 11.2 cm 22.75 cm 39.9 cm

+

+

+
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Overview of the technical data.

Diavari VM/V
3 –12 x 56 T*

2.5 x 10 x

37.7 50.0

15.0 5.0

7.1 22.4

14.5 4.0
43.50 12.00

90
3.54

122*
43.92*

30
1.18

56
2.20

40
1.57

494/460
17.43/16.23

522/488
18.4/17.21

318
12.52

100
109.36

52 16 20

52 16 21

52 16 24

52 16 25

Diavari VM/V
2.5 –10 x 50 T*

Diavari VM/V
3 –9 x 42 T*

Diavari VM/V
1.5 – 6 x 42 T*

3 x 12 x

44.0 56.0

14.7 4.7

8.5 25.9

12.5 3.5
37.50 10.50

90
3.54

102*
36.72*

30
1.18

62
2.44

40
1.57

555/521
19.58/18.38

583/549
20.56/19.37

344
13.54

100
109.36

52 16 30

52 16 31

52 16 34

52 16 35

3 x 9 x

30.0 42.0

10.0 4.7

8.5 19.4

13.2 4.4
39.60 13.20

90
3.54

138*
49.68*

25.4
1.00

48
1.89

40
1.57

461/435
16.26/15.34

338
13.31

100
109.36

52 16 50

52 16 51

Diavari

Page 5 6 7 8

VM = riflescope with rail slot                         V = riflescope without rail slot                         * = center in alignment to diameter/rail                   

Magnification

Effective 
objects lens diameter 

Exit pupil 

Twilight number

Field of view 

Eye relief 

Quadratic adjustment range 

Center tube diameter

Objective lens tube diameter 

Eyepiece tube diameter

Weight with/without rail

Illum. reticle for sitting game by night
Weight with/without rail

Length

Parallax-free

Order numbers

Order nos. with illum. reticle

1.5 x 6 x

22.6 42.0

15.0 7.0

4.2 15.9

24.0 6.9
72.00 20.70

90
3.54

204*
73.44*

30
1.18

48
1.89

40
1.57

467/440
16.47/15.52

312
12.28

100
109.36

52 16 10

52 16 11

(mm)

(mm)

(m/100 m)
(ft./100 yds.)

(mm)
(in.)

(cm/100 m)
(in./100 m)

(mm)
(in.)

(mm)
(in)

(mm)
(in.)

(g)
(oz.)

(g)
(oz.)

(mm)
(in.)

(m)
(yds.)

VM

V

VM

V
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Varipoint VM/V
1.5–6 x 42 T*

Varipoint VM/V
2.5–10 x 50 T*

Varipoint VM/V
3–12 x 56 T*

1.5 x 6 x

22.6 42.0

15.0 7.0

4.2 15.9

24.0 6.9
72.00 20.70

90
3.54

204*
73.44*

30
1.18

48
1.89

40
1.57

550/525
19.40/18.52

325
12.80

100
109.36

52 16 04

52 16 05

1.1 x 4 x

16.3 24.0

14.8 6.0

3.1 9.8

36.0 10.3
108.00 30.90

90
3.54

326*
117.36*

30
1.18

30
1.18

40
1.57

477/450
16.83/15.87

300
11.81

100
109.36

52 16 14

52 16 15

Diavari VM/V
5 –15 x 42 T*

Varipoint VM/V
1.1–4 x 24 T*

Diavari V
6 –24 x 56 T*

2.5 x 10 x

37.7 50.0

15.0 5.0

7.1 22.4

14.5 4.0
43.50 12.00

90
3.54

122*
43.92*

30
1.18

56
2.20

40
1.57

580/545
20.46/19.22

325
12.80

100
109.36

52 16 28

52 16 29

Varipoint

9 10 15 16 17 18

                T* = Zeiss multicoating

3 x 12 x

44.0 56.0

14.7 4.7

8.5 25.9

12.5 3.5
37.50 10.50

90
3.54

102*
36.72*

30
1.18

62
2.44

40
1.57

640/605
22.57/21.34

357
14.06

100
109.36

52 16 38

52 16 39

5 x 15 x

42.0 42.0

8.4 2.8

14.1 25.1

7.9 2.6
23.70 7.80

90
3.54

82*
29.52*

25.4
1.00

48
1.89

40
1.57

462/437
16.30/15.41

338
13.31

100
109.36

52 16 60

52 16 61

6 x 24 x

56.0 56.0

9.3 2.3

16.9 36.7

6.2 1.7
18.60 5.10

80
3.15

160/70
57.60/25.20

30
1.18

62
2.44

45
1.77

– /805
– /28.40

– /825
– /29.10

377
14.84

50 – ∞
55.00 – ∞

52 16 90

52 16 95
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Zeiss Conquest – the top line, 
and not just in the USA.

The Zeiss riflescopes for the American market

had to meet a number of requirements: they had to

offer high performance, be light and compact, and

of the finest quality. Zeiss achieved these goals in

full by redesigning the optical systems and using

arsenic- and lead-free glass. Additional key features

of these riflescopes are generous eye relief, wide

fields of view and peak transmission values. With

these superb features Zeiss Conquest riflescopes not

only fulfil the demands of American hunters and 

their local hunting conditions; they are also perfect-

ly suited for target shooting. They offer European

hunters a useful addition to their choice of sports

optics, suitable for long stalks in wide open plains

and hunting in the mountains.

Target shooters, too, appreciate the high magnifi-

cations of Conquest riflescopes. The 4.5 –14 x 44 MC

and 6.5 – 20 x 50 MC with parallax adjustment are

particularly recommended for long-range shooters.

All four Conquest models share
a number of practical features.

• 1 inch/25.4 mm diameter of the center tube for

ring mounting.

• One-piece tube body offers superb stability.

• Available with hard anodized surface: black or

stainless. The latter blends perfectly with stainless

or all-weather weapons.

• Several special reticles are available at no extra

charge: Mil-Dot, Turkey, Ranging, Z-Plex with

extended distance between the posts.

• Non-magnifying reticles throughout the entire

power range ensures that the reticle image

remains constant, and hides as little of the target

as possible at long range.

• Special accessories: lens hoods are available for all

Conquest models.

• Easy-to-use reticle adjustment with 1/4 MOA per

click, which corresponds to 0.7 cm at 100 meters,

allows quick and precise sighting-in.

• No shift in the point of impact after change in

magnification or diopter adjustment.

• Continuous diopter adjustment on the eyepiece,

from +2 to –3 diopters.

• Zeiss MC multicoating of all glass-to-air surfaces

for maximum transmission, color fidelity and bril-

liance.

• Waterproof in compliance with DIN 58390/80,

even with elevation caps removed.

• Nitrogen filling prevents internal fogging.

• Special equipment: all Conquest models can be

fitted with a bullet drop compensator, which com-

pensates for the bullet drop of all common hunt-

ing loads at a distance of up to 300 meters.

• Only the 6.5 – 20 x 50 MC is pre-fitted with the

bullet drop compensator ex works.



The classic all-rounder.
Conquest 3 – 9 x 40 MC

The classic riflescope with a magnification of 3 to

9 times for all-purpose use, originally designed for

hunting conditions in America. In Europe, this

Conquest model is particularly popular for hunting in

the mountains. It is the ideal choice for all those who

are looking for a top-quality riflescope for a slug shot-

gun, small-bore rifle or Hornet that is light and easy

to handle as well as very reliable and robust.

With its objective lens diameter of 40 mm, the

image is still clear and brilliant even in unfavorable

light conditions. Thanks to the MC multicoating the

transmission, reproduction of colors and contrast are

excellent. The Conquest 3 – 9 x 40 MC also features

an impressively wide field of view of up to 11.3 m at

100 m (33.9 ft. at 100 yds.).

The Conquest 3 – 9 x 40 MC.

Available, like all Conquest models, in black or stainless.
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Optimum performance and weight.
Conquest 3.5 –10 x 44 MC

It is not just American hunters that like to take

this powerful all-round riflescope with them on

hunting trips. Its objective lens diameter of 44 mm is

22 % larger than that of the Conquest 3 – 9 x 40 MC.

It weighs a mere 20 g (0.7 oz.) more, and at 322 mm

(12.68 in.) it is the shortest model in the Conquest

series. Its fast optical system means that it is ideally

suited for use in the morning or at dusk.

This model is particularly popular in the

Scandinavian countries and for hunting in Alaska.

The spectrum of the field of view ranges from 11.7

to 3.9 m at 100 m (35.1 to 11.7 ft. at 100 yds.).

The Conquest 3.5–10 x 44 MC.

The powerful all-round riflescope.
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Accurate at great distances.
Conquest 4.5 –14 x 44 MC with parallax adjustment

This high-performance riflescope is ideal par-

ticularly for hunting small game over great distances

and target shooting. In short, it is the Conquest

model of choice for anyone who wants a variable-

power riflescope with a high magnification.

Parallax adjustment, an important feature on

high-power riflescopes, ranges from 27.5 m (30 yds.)

to infinity and is performed in next to no time with

an extremely easy-grip turret on the left. The rifle-

scope can thus always be focused quickly and con-

veniently even at maximum magnification at very

short as well as extremely long distances.

The Conquest 4.5 – 14 x 44 MC.

The variable riflescope with a high magnification.



The specialist for sport and hunting.
Conquest 6.5 – 20 x 50 MC with parallax adjustment

The Conquest 6.5 – 20 x 50 MC was developed

in response to the frequently expressed wish for a

riflescope that is equally suited for target shooting

and hunting in wide open plains. This high-power,

high-performance model is perfect for small targets

at long range.

Some European specialists also like to use this

kind of riflescope on occasion, and long models of

this type are increasingly used in the relevant target

shooting disciplines in Germany. This particular rifle-

scope is also in demand for hunting. Game can be

appraised perfectly at a distance of up to 300 m

even in very poor daylight. Parallax adjustment, 

a must in this power category, ranges from 45 m 

(50 yds.) to infinity.

The Conquest 6.5 – 20 x 50 MC.

Optimum performance for hunting 

and target shooting at great distances.



With parallax adjustment:
Conquest 4.5 –14 x 44 MC, 6.5 – 20 x 50 MC 
und Diavari 6 – 24 x 56 T*

Both the above high-power Conquest models

are always fitted with parallax adjustment. By means

of the left-sided adjustment, the riflescope can be

set to be parallax-free at any distance ranging from

27 m (30 yds.) or 45 m (50 yds.) to “infinity”. The

adjustment range on the Diavari 6 – 24 x 56 T*

ranges from 50 m (55 yds.) to infinity.

What does parallax mean?

The explanation of parallax sounds very compli-

cated; in practice, however, it is quite simple.

Parallax exists if the axes of two optical systems run

at an angle to each other. The point where they

intersect is parallax-free; in other words, an object at

this point is visible at the same place on both sys-

tems. If, however, the object lies on the optical axis

of one system before or after this intersection, the

result is a difference between the two optical axes:

parallax.

When using a riflescope, we are working with

two separate optical systems: the eye and the rifle-

scope. When we sight the target through the center

of the exit pupil on the riflescope, the optical axis of

the eye coincides with that of the riflescope. That

means that they are in line without parallax; in this 

case, no parallax can occur, no matter how distant

the target. If the field of view is circular and sharply

defined, you are looking through the center of the

exit pupil.

However, if you look through the riflescope

from one side, from above or below, the target can

be seen parallax-free only at one particular point or

distance. This distance can be determined during

the riflescope alignment, and is normally 100 meters

or 100 yards (91.4 m). Target errors caused by par-

allax can be virtually ignored at normal shooting dis-

tances. On a Carl Zeiss riflescope with an objective

lens diameter of 56 mm set to be parallax-free at

100 m, the parallax error caused by oblique viewing

through the scope of a target 50 or 150 m away will

result in a maximum shift in the point of impact of 

7 mm. For hunting in the mountains or in treeless

terrain, where only shots at long range are possible,

it is essential both to establish the distance as accu-

rately as possible and to eliminate all target errors.

Parallax adjustment in the riflescope offers both

hunters and long-range target shooters major

advantages.

To prevent any displacement in the point of aim,

parallax adjustment must be extremely precise.

Stimmungsbild mit Waffe

Important: with parallax adjustment the riflescope can

always be focused even at maximum magnification 

at extremely short as well as extremely long distances.

Focusing lens

Parallax adjustment 27 m – ∞

Conquest 4.5 –14 x 44 MC

31
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Valuable information about 
the reticles in the Conquest series.

Reticles 4, 20 and 21, which are popular in

Europe, are available for all models. The Z-Plex reti-

cle (20) on the 3 – 9 x 40 MC, at five times magnifi-

cation, has an aperture of 50 cm between the thick

posts at 100 m. The aperture on models 3.5 –10 x

44 MC, 4.5 –14 x 44 MC and 6.5 – 20 x 50 MC, at

ten times magnification, is 50 cm at a distance of

100 m.

The Mil-Dot reticle 43, which is available for all

Conquest models, displays eight horizontal and ver-

tical dots on the thin hairs in the center of the reti-

cle. The distance between these dots on the 3 – 9 x

40 MC, at five times magnification, amounts to 

10 cm at 100 m. On models 3.5 –10 x 44 MC, 

4.5 – 14 x 44 MC and 6.5 – 20 x 50 MC, at ten times

magnification, the distance between two dots is also

10 cm.

For model 3 – 9 x 40 MC, reticle 57 (Turkey reti-

cle) is available. This was designed specifically for

turkey hunting, which is popular in the USA. The

aperture of the inner circle varies according to the

magnification between 35 cm (at three times mag-

nification) and 11.5 cm (at nine times magnification)

at a distance of 100 m.

The Ranging reticle 58 is available for all

Conquest models. The aperture between the two

horizontal posts on the 3 – 9 x 40 MC model, at five

times magnification, amounts to 32 inches at 

100 yards, which corresponds to 90 cm at 100 m. 

On models 3.5 –10 x 44 MC, 4.5 –14 x 44 MC and

6.5 – 20 x 50 MC, these aperture measurements are

found at ten times magnification. The six horizontal

lines in the bottom right quadrant are for estimating

distance (1 =̂ 100 m, 2 =̂ 200 m, 6 =̂ 600 m). The dis-

tance between the center line and the different hori-

zontal lines can be used to establish the distance*:

if a 50 cm high target (fig. 1) covers the distance

from the center line to the lowest line (labeled 1) this

means that the distance from the target amounts to

100 m (see fig. 2). If an identical target (50 cm in

height) only covers the distance from the center line

to the horizontal line labeled 3 (fig. 3) this means

that the distance from the target amounts to 300 m.

1

2
3
6

Ab

Reticle 4 Reticle 20

(Z-Plex)

Reticle 21 Reticle 43

(Mil-Dot)

Reticle 57

(Turkey)

Reticle 58

(Ranging)

No illuminated

reticles are supplied

for Conquest 

riflescopes.

* To do this set the Conquest 3 – 9 x 40 MC 

to a magnification of 5 times, and the other three Conquest

models to a magnification of 10 times.



Conquest 3 – 9 x 40 MC

Conquest 3.5 – 10 x 44 MC

Conquest 4.5 – 14 x 44 MC

Conquest 6.5 – 20 x 50 MC

ReticleAvailable reticles
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Fig. 2: 100 meters Fig. 3:  300 metersFig. 1Reticle 58: 

50 cm50 cm

Overview of the technical data.

Elevation after sighting in:

1. Pull elevation out

2. Turn zero mark

to index mark

3. Press elevation back down

Conquest
4.5 –14 x 44 MC

Conquest
3.5 –10 x 44 MC

Conquest
6.5 – 20 x 50 MC

Conquest
3 –9 x 40 MC

4.5 x 14 x

44

25.4
1.0

8.3 2.8
24.90 8.40

27.5 ∞
30 ∞

9.7 3.14

12.7 24.8

89
3.50

352
13.86

485
17.11

0.7 cm/100 m
1/4 MOA

119
42.84

+2/–3 dpt

52 14 30

52 14 34

MC = Multi Coating

Conquest

Page 27 28 29 30

4

•
•
•
•

20

•
•
•
•

21

•
•
•
•

43

•
•
•
•

57

•
58

•
•
•
•

(mm)

(mm)
(in.)

(m at 100 m)
(ft. at 100 yds.)

(m)
(yds.)

(mm)

(mm)
(in.)

(mm)
(in.)

(g)
(oz.)

(cm/100 m)
(in./100 yds.)

Magnification

Effective
objective lens diameter 

Center tube diameter 

Field of view

Parallax-free 

Exit pupil 

Twilight number

Eye relief 

Length 

Weight 

Adjustment per click

Min. quadratic 
adjustm. range

Diopter adjustment range

Order numbers black

Order numbers stainless

3 x 9 x

40

25.4
1.0

11.3 3.7
33.90 11.10

91.4
100

13.3 4.4

8.5 19

102
4.02

330
12.99

430
15.17

0.7 cm/100 m
1/4 MOA

178
64.08

+2/–3 dpt

52 14 60

52 14 64

3.5 x 10 x

40 44

25.4
1.0

11.7 3.9
35.10 11.70

91.4
100

12.54 4.4

9.9 20.9

89
3.50

322
12.68

450
15.87

0.7 cm/100 m
1/4 MOA

183
65.88

+2/–3 dpt

52 14 20

52 14 24

6.5 x 20 x

50

25.4
1.0

5.9 1.9
17.70 5.70

45 ∞
50 ∞

7.7 2.5

18 31.6

89
3.50

396
15.59

619
21.83

0.7 cm/100 m
1/4 MOA

126/80
45.36/28.80

+2/–3 dpt

52 14 50

52 14 54
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The alternative.
Z-Point – the innovative reflex sight.

With its first reflex sight, Carl Zeiss offers an

innovative sighting instrument endowed with state-

of-the-art optical and electronic systems. The Z-

Point also boasts a number of impressive exclusive

features that set it apart from models made by other

manufacturers.

The best example is the hybrid power supply: a

combination of battery and solar cell. This Zeiss

patent is the first of its kind in the world. By day-

light, the solar cell supplies power to the red illumi-

nated reticle, saving the battery and prolonging its

life. As the daylight fades, the electronic system

switches over automatically to battery operation.

A further innovation is the fact that the basic

brightness of the red dot can be individually set and

stored, after which it adjusts automatically to the

surrounding light conditions. A new, patented opti-

cal arrangement of the dot illuminator means that

the red dot remains equally bright even when

viewed at an angle. In addition, the dot always stays

in the center of the ray path after the Z-Point is

sighted in.

This makes it much easier to aim rapidly at the

target. The Z-Point is therefore ideal for drive hunts

– particularly on narrow aisles. You always have the

proper overview with both eyes open.

Other features of the Z-Point
in brief:

• Digital function control via a computer chip

• Automatic “Off” function

• One-button function operation

• Suitable for rifles, shotguns, small-arms, 

handguns, CO2 rifles and air rifles, etc.

• Spring clamp for Picatinny rail (or Weaver rail)

• Mounted and removed in seconds

• Small dimensions, low weight

The Z-Point reflex sight.

The compact sighting

instrument with 

innovative features.

Z-Point combined with a repeater of drive hunt caliber: 

light and easy to handle.



It goes without saying that the Z-Point satisfies

all the requirements of a quality sight. It is recoil-

proof, waterproof, shock-resistant and vibration-

resistant. Its casing consists of glass fiber-reinforced

material with an integrated tube body of high-

strength aluminum.
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Handguns with Z-Point 

for Practical Pistol Shooting.

The Z-Point can be used successfully 

for Practical Shotgun Shooting.

Z-Point reflex sight

1x

10 cm at a distance of 100 m 

+_ 2 m at 100 m, 

quadratic: +_ 1.4 m at 100 m

78 % in spectral range

400 nm –1,000 nm

Solar cells, 

3 V lithium button cell CR 2032

Height: 44.5 mm

Width: 36 mm, Lenght: 63.5 mm

100 g excluding battery

Magnification

Dot size 

Adjustment range 

Transmission

Power supply

Dimensions

Weight

Order number 52 16 98
Z-Point illuminated reticle



Carl Zeiss

Sports Optics

Gloelstrasse 3–5

D-35576 Wetzlar

www.zeiss.de/sportsoptics1
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